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ON SUM-FREESUBSEQUENCES
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S. L. G. CHOI, J. KOMLÓS AND E. SZEMERÉDI
ABSTRACT.

A subsequence of a sequence of n distinct integers is said

to be sum-free if no integer in it is the sum of distinct integers in it.

Let f(n)

denote the largest quantity so that every sequence of n distinct integers has a
sum-free subsequence

consisting of f(n) integers.

In this paper we strengthen

previous results by Erdos, Choi and Cantor by proving
>A
-1
(n log «/log log n) < f(n) < n(log n)

1. Given a sequence of« distinct integers, a subsequence is said to be sumfree if no integer in it is the sum of distinct integers of the same subsequence.
Let /(«) denote the largest quantity so that every sequence of « distinct integers
has a sum-free subsequence consisting of/(«) integers. Some lower and upper
estimates for /(«) are known (see [1] -[4]). In this paper we strengthen these
previous bounds by proving

Theorem.
(1 -1)

Wehave
(« log «/log log n)Vl< fin) < «(log n)~x.

2. In this section we establish the upper estimate in (1.1). First we prove
the foUowing Lemma which is perhaps of some independent interest.

Lemma. Suppose ax <• • • <atl is a sequence so that the number of
distinct sums a¡ + a, is < t\~c. Then the number of integers x so that a¡ + a, =
x has at least r" solutions, where a<c, is at least 2r + 0(f1-^-û^/2).

Proof. Denote f|-(*-«)/J by M Let S, consist of the first M integers
in the sequence and S2 the last M integers in the sequence. Let S3 denote the
rest of the sequence. We shall prove that in S2 + S3, the number TVof integers
x so that a¡ + a- = x has at least t\* solutions is at least tx + 0(M), and that a
simüar conclusion holds for Si + S 3-. As the treatment of Sx + S3 and that of
S2 + S3 are almost identical, it suffices to establish the assertion for S2 + S3. On
noting that for each integer x in S2 + S3 there are at most \S2 ' = M solutions for
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x = a¡ + a¡, a¡ €S2,a¡ES3,
and recaUingthat the number of distinct integers in
S2 + S3 is at most t\~c, we obtain

N> (IS3IIS2I- t2x-ctax)l\S2\
= tx - 2M- t\-c+aM-x
= tx-3M=tx

-3t\-(-c-^l2.

This completes the proof of the Lemma.
We now proceed to establish the upper estimate in (1).

We put

(2.1)

i = [«(Gog«)/3)-1]

and determine s so that

(2.2)

t(s + 1)< « < t(s + 2).

We define a set A of « integers as follows^1)

For eachi = 0,1,...

(23)

, s, let

A¡= 2% 2t).

Let AJ+1 consist of any « - t(s + 1) integers distinct from those in A0,. . . , A,.
Finally, put A = A0 U • • • U As+ x- Suppose 8 is a sum-free set from A. We
shaU establish the theorem by showing that

(2.4)

IBI^nOog«)-1.

For each í = 0,.. . , s, we denote by B¡ the intersection of A,-and B. Let ßn be
the first set with at least i9/10 = f1/2+2/5 integers. For i = ft, h + 1,... we

define Bf, B'i+Xinductivelyas foUows:
Let B* be a subset of Bn consisting of at least I B„ 1/2 integers of the same
parity. (Note that the pairwise sums of integers in B* clearly he in Ah+ x.) Let
B'h+x consist of those integers x so that a¡ + fly= x has at least i2's solutions in

a^ajEB*.
Suppose ß£, B^+ j have been defined. We let B*+ x be a subset of B¿+ x

U Bk+1 consisting of at least (I B'k+x U ßk+x l)/2 integers of the same parity. Finally we let B'k+2 denote the set of integers x so that a¡ + a;-= x has at least
f2'5 solutions in a¡, a¡ G B*+1.
We shaU now deduce (2.4) on the assumption that
(!) For real numbers a> ß and integer y, we use y[a, ß) to denote the set of integers
ym, where m runs through all integers in [a, ß).
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(2.5)

Bj n 8, = 0,

i=h + l,h + 2, ...,

which we shall prove later.
We shall apply the Lemma with ax < • • • < at. consisting of the integers

in 8* so that

h = IBJI= IB*1/2> t9'xol2.
Therefore, since BjJ C Bh C 2h [t, 2t) and since all the integers in B* are of the
same parity, we may conclude that the number of distinct sums a¡ + a¡ is < t <

(2lB£l)10/9 < \B*?3120 = IB2I2~17/20provided t is sufficientlylarge which we
may clearly assume. Next, again assuming t sufficiently large, we have lß£ l9y,2°>
r2'5. Thus we may apply the Lemma with c = 17/20 and a = 9/20 to obtain

IB;+iI> 2IBÎI+ ö(IBJ|1-,i((17-»)/20))
= IB,I + 0(//s).
SimUarly,lß;+2 I > 2lB£+1 I + 0(\B*+l I4'5), which, since B'h+1UBft+1 is a disjoint union on using (2.5), is > \B'n+x I + \Bn+11 + 0(r4's).
\Bk\>\B'k-l\

In general, we have

+ \Bk_1\ + 0(tAl5).

Thus

t>\B's+x\>Z\B¡\

+ 0(t*lss).

i=h

Hence

IBI- Z IB.-I< r9/10s+ 0(t4'ss) + 2t = 2r + o(t),
i=0

and in view of (2.1) and (2.2) this proves (2.4).
It remains to show (2.5). We shaU actuaUy establish the stronger result that
for each i = I, . . . ,s -h, any 2S~' distinct integers in B'h+i have distinct representations; i.e. if xk (fc — 1,...,
2i_') are any 2S~' distinct integers in B'n+i,
then there exist S^'TV^ distinct integers xfc>/-(fc — 1.2s~i;j
= 1,. . . ,

TVfc)
belonging to B such that xk = xkX + • • • + xkjfk.
For i = 1 this is clearly true since each integer in B'h+Xis the sum of at
least r2/s pairs of integers in B£. (Note that r2/s > (n log_1«)2/s >nVi>2s in
view of (2.1) and (2.2).) Now suppose the above result has been established for
/ < fc - 1. We shaU prove that it holds for k also. So accordingly let x j,..., Xq ,
be Q = 2s~k distinct integers in B'h+k. Since each x, (f — 1,...,
Q) can be expressed as the sum of two integers in B*+fc_i in at least r2's ways, we may thus
have
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f, =yx +zx

xQ=yQ+zçr
where^j.Zj,...
,yg, Zq are 2Q = 2s~(k~l) distinct integers in Bfl+ k_x. Some of
these may of course be in Bn+ k_x,but at any rate at most 2i_(fc_1) are in B'h+ k_x.
Now the induction hypothesis yields the result. This completes the proof of (2.5)

and with it that of (2.4).
3. In this section we shall establish the lower estimate in (1.1). Suppose

(3.1)

ai<...<an

are any « positive integers. We shall proceed to select a sum-free subsequence with
> \fn~w(n) elements, where(2)

(3.2)

w = w(n) = (l/40X/log «(log log «)_1 .
The semiopen intervals/^ = [2s, 2S+X) are called blocks, and the neighbour-

hood of the block Bs consists of all blocks B¡ for which 1/ - si < log log «.
On observing that any set, either consisting of integers all from the same
block or consisting of integers each from a different nonadjacent block, forms a
sum-free set, we may assume that we have k blocks, where

(3.3)

v/«"(2w)-1<jfc<V«~w

each consisting of at least \fn(lw)~x and at most \fn~w of the numbers in (3.1).

Put

(3.4)

/ = [\fc(2wloglog«r1 ];

t + 1 = [Gog«)/5].

We can choose / of these blocks say B¡x, . . . , Bit such that

(3.5)

ij+x - i;.> log log «,

/=1,

...,/-1.

By a theorem of Chvátal and Komlós [5, Theorem 4], in each block B¡. there are
at least t + 1 elements, bx < • • • < bt+x such that the t consecutive differences
b2 -bx,b3-b2,
. . . , bt+ j - bt form an increasing or a decreasing sequence.
Assume first that we have

(3-6)

M = [1/2]

(2) The functions log n, log log n will always be taken to the base 2.
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blocks B¡. (J —fx.;'M)
so that there exist in B¡. t + 1 numbers b, ¡,...,
bj>t+x such that the t pairs bJ>2,bjx; Z>/j3,b¡2; • • • ; bJ¡t+x, bJ¡t give rise to t
differences b¡2 - b,x; b, 3 - b¡2; • • • ; b:t+x - b¡t forming an increasing sequence.
We shaU consider these tM pairs of integers in these M blocks and prove
Proposition P. There exist Q > tM/60 pairs of integers contained in a
number of blocks such that the neighbourhood of each block cannot contain the
difference of a pair of integers in another block.
We shall postpone the proof of Proposition P till later but shall first indicate
how it leads to the existence of a sum-free subsequence of (3.1) with > \/ñw(n)
elements, where w(n) satisfies (3.2).
We let c,, . . . , Cq be the greater numbers of the Q pairs of integers whose
existence is asserted in Proposition P. We shall show that it is sum-free; we note

that Q > tM/60 indeed impliesQ > wy/n in view of (3.2), (3.4) and (3.6).
Accordingly let ex < • • • < ek be k of the integers cx, . . . , Cq, so that
ek = efc_j + • • • + ex. It is clear that ek and ek_x must belong to the same

block. If ek m bjj and dft = b¡j - bjt_x then
(3-7>

d,,i<ek-ek-r<td,,r

the right-hand inequality arising from the fact that ci;>/,/ = 1.t,
increasing sequence. On the other hand,
(3.8)

form an

ek_2 < ej + ■• • + efc_2 < (tog n)ek_2/4,

since r < (log «)/5 by (3.5), each block contains at most t integers of cx.Cq

and (3.5) holds. Thus we obtain from (3.7), (3.8)
5efc_2(log «)-1 < du. < (efc_2log«)/4,

and this means that d,¡ lies in the neighbourhood of the block containing efc_2.
Since dj i = b¡¡ ~b¡ ¡_x and ek = b¡¡ we have the existence of a pair of integers,
the greater of which is ek, such that their difference is in the neighbourhood of
the block containing efe_2. As it is clear that the block containing ek is different
from the one containing efc_2, we have obtained a contradiction to the assertion
in Proposition P.
We remark that in the case where there are M blocks B¡. (j = jx, . . . , jM)
each with r + 1 integers giving rise to t consecutive differences forming a decreasing sequence, the proof regarding the existence of Q pairs satisfying Proposition P
wUl be the same and the only modification occurs in the deduction from Proposition
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P where we now take the smaller integers of the Q pairs and obtain in place of (3.7)
the inequality

d.¡,i+1
., , < e,k - e.k-1 , <fd,,.,,
/,i+l

where e.fc-1, =b.../,/

It remains to prove Proposition P. We first introduce the following defini-

tion of a bad block.
A block is said to be bad if one of the followingholds:
(i) it contains > x/10 pairs of integers and its neighbourhood contains
their differences;
(ii) its neighbourhood contains the differences of llr/10 pairs of integers.
It is clear that we may assume there are < M/2 bad blocks, since if (i) holds
for > [M/4] blocks we already have Proposition P by simply taking the [M/4] t
pairs in these blocks, and if (ii) holds for [M/4] blocks then we obtain
(ll/10)[M/4] pairs of integers whose differences lie in their neighbourhood, so
that after discarding those pairs which actually lie in these blocks we obtain >
(r/10)[Af/4] >Mt¡60 pairs of integers satisfying the assertion in the proposition.
Hence we may take

(3.9)

M' = [M/2]+ 1

blocks which are not bad. We may further assume that there are at most M't/20
pairs in these M' blocks with differences lying outside the neighbourhoods of these
M' blocks. Thus we may assume there are M' blocks which are not bad and contain altogether at least 19M't¡20 pairs of integers whose differences actually lie in
the neighbourhoods of these M' blocks. On this assumption we shall obtain Proposition P by proving that for each natural number/ < (M'¡13) + 1 there exist
[/r/2] pairs of integers and / blocksBPl.Bp.
such that aU these pairs lie out-

side Bpv . . . ,Bp. but their differences lie in the neighbourhoods of these blocks.
We shall prove this by induction.
Since there are > 19M't/20 pairs of integers whose differences lie in the
neighbourhoods of M' blocks, there exists one block, say Bpi, whose neighbourhood contains the differences of > 19r/20 pairs of integers. Since BPl is not bad,
it can contain at most t/10 of these pairs. Thus we may choose [r/2] pairs of
integers not lying,in Bpi but with differences lying in the neighbourhood of BPx.
This establishes the assertion for/ = 1. Suppose now 1 <j<M'/13
and that the
assertion has been proved for /. We shall proceed to establish it for / + 1. Accordingly let there exist / blocks Bpv . . . , Bp. and [/r/2] pairs of integers lying
outside these blocks but with differences lying in the neighbourhoods of these
blocks. Denote the set consisting of the [/Y/2] pairs by S¡. We let B^\ . . . ,
b9) include aU the blocks each containing at least r/10 elements of S¡. There can
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be at most (llr/10)6/ pairs with differences lying in the neighbourhoods of Bx ,

. . . , B^J, Bpj, . . . , Bp., and at most ft pairs lying in the blocksBpi,... ,Bp..
Thus there are > 19M't/2Q- 76/r/10 pairs lying outside Bpi, . . . , Bp. and whose
differenceslie outside the neighbourhoodsof B^\ . . . , B^J, BP1, . . . , Bp..
Hence there is one block say Bp f+ x which contains the differences of at least

(19MV/20- 76jt/60)(M'--6/T1 pairs. In viewof / <Ai'/13, this numberis >
f/2 + r/5. These pairs are clearly distinct from those in S,-. Furthermore Bp.+ l
contains at most r/10 of the pairs just chosen (since Bp.+ X is not a bad block)

and at most r/10 pairs from S/ (since Bpj+1 is different from B^\ . . . , B^J).
Hence we may now assert that there are > \jt/2] + (t/2 + r/5) - r/5 >
[(j + l)t/2] pairs of integers lying outside Bpi, . . . ,Bp.+ 1 and whose differences
lie in their neighbourhoods. This concludes the induction argument and with it the
proof of Proposition P. This completes the proof of the lower bound in (1.1).
We remark that it is possible to iterate the process for the lower bound and
obtain /(«) >\fh~w2/2 and by iterating k times we may obtain /(«) >\fnwk/k\
which grows up as high as nh+e. As the proof of this involves rather messy details
we have refrained from carrying this out in this paper. It is conceivable that /(«) >
«1_e for every e and « > w0(e).
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